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Fmm the time of its formation in 1839 until the repeal of the corn laws seven years
later, the Anti-Corn-Law League agitated virmally without interruption for the total
and immediate repeal of those laws which restricted by high import duties the importation of foreign grain into Britain. Headed by pmminent northern industrialists
including Richard Cobden, 1. B. Smith, George Wilson, and John Bright, and
centered in the cloth-manufacturing capital of Manchester, the League was the best
f m c e d and the most highly organized political pressure group that Britain had
ever witnessed. It made its appeals not only to middle-class manufacturers but also
to industrial workers, agricultural laborers, and tenant farmers as well. The League
sent lecturers and delegations all across the country to proselytize, raise funds,
organize, and petition. It p u h l i i and distributed scores of tracts, pamphlets, handbills, circulars, and books, and regularly issued a succession of its own newspapers:
The M-Corn-Lav Circular, M-Bred-Tar Circular, and lhe )league. The ACLL
organized debates, public lectures, conferences of ministers of religion, mass
meetings, highly successful petition drives, and canvasses of constituencies in
numemus p a r l i n t a t y elections. Though the ACLL concentrated its efforts upon
repeal of the corn and pmvision laws, the League, as individuals and as an organization, took considerable interest in a great many other reform issues of the 1830s
and 1840s.'
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The members of the Anti-Com-Law League were very much interested in liberty
though they did not often discuss the concept in abstract philosophical terms. The
members of the League were practical men, better able and more willing to identify and condemn specific political, social, or economic impediments to freedom
than to enumerate its philosophical hallmarks. One of the themes found most frequently among the reform ideas of the ACLLers is their abiding distrust and d i m
for what they termed aristocratic misrule and class legislation. The members of
the League regarded the corn laws as the most glaring example of aristocratic
misrule, but in their opposition to this perceived foundation of landlordism, they
often found themselves expressing opposition more broadly to what they termed
the vestiges of feudalism or the legacy of the so-called Norman Yoke. Their desire
to rid Britain of aristocratic misrule and class legislation prompted many Leaguers
to oppose not just the corn laws but landlordism, the established church, and all
the traditions and privileges that in their view restricted liberty.
The members of the Anti-Corn-Law League tended to view aristocratic privilege
and influence in political and social institutions as well as economic relationships
as forms of monopoly, and monopoly was something Leaguers opposed in all
its variations. This fact is central to an understanding of the nature and scope
of opposition to aristocratic misrule by the ACLL. Leaguers were part of an emerging liberal consensus that placed a very high value on freedom from the constraints of the state, particularly with respect to economic affairs; they opposed
the legacy of medieval restrictions and regulations on manufacNring and trade,
and deeply resented the continued influence of a privileged landed aristocracy.
This developing and cardinal liberal doctrine is in many ways summed up in
opposition to monopoly in all its manifestations, and the ACLL was no small
contributor to this tradition. Leaguers sometimes recognized monopoly in facets
of life that seemed removed from economics.
The Anti-Corn-Law League regarded free trade as an issue of liberty no less
than as a matter of economic practicality. Edward Baines, a prominent spokesman
for the ACLL and editor of the Leeds Mercury, linked free trade and liberty in
The League when he declared:
"Free Trade" meansperfecrfreedomfor every ldnd ofidusfry; and it includes
libenv to even, man to em~lovhis money or his labour in the way that he
himself thinks.most advant&&us, and buy and sell wherever he can do
so with the greatest profit.
This freedom is man's natural right. Of course it ought not lo be invaded
in society, unless such invasion can be shown to be necessary for the general
g d of ihe commumty. . . It is obvious that this mu! bethe generol rule
and pnct~cein cry communlty. . . . And upon this rule all Govcrnmenls
do and murr act In 999 out uf IOO cass. This rule of Freedom oflndurrrvwhich contains in it, when practically applied, an admirable self-regulating
and self-adjusting principle-determines how many men shall engage in each
particular employment, so as to keep the wants of the community duly
supplied.'
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In his argument Baines advanced two important and related ideas: that freedom
was a matter of natural right and that it was economically sound. He accused
landed protectionists of inflicting a great and oppressive evil upon the country
by violating the principle of freedom of industry with the continuation of the corn
laws.' In his declarations Baines echoed the assertions of Adam Smith who had
concluded that protectionism was harmful economically, internationally, and
socially. Smith had argued that Britain's protectionist policies were posited upon
two fallacies: (1) the balance-of-trade fallacy or the notion that it was always better
to make goods at home, and (2) the political assumption that a government-led
economy would progress more rapidly than a natural one.* Smith believed that
mercantilism not only slowed economic progress but also produced domestic social
inequalities. In his view, the solution to an intolerable system of privilege was
a self-regulating system of natural liberty.5
Richard Cobden, J. B. Smith, and Joseph Brotherton were other League leaders
who shared the views of Baines on the relation between natural right and natural
law. As early as 1837 1. B. Smith expressed on behalf of Brotherton, who was
then a candidate in the Salford parliamentary election opposition to the entire
"system of the Corn Laws," as well as "all other monopolies which interfere
with &obstruct the general prosperity of the country ."6 Cobden emphasized the
inexorable power of freedom of trade as a matter of natural law in his early
pamphlet, England, Ireland, and America, arguing that "violence and force never
prevail against the natural wants and wishes of mankind; in other words that
despotic laws against freedom of trade can never be executed."' Cobden not only
equated restrictions on commerce with tyranny but also believed that free trade
marked the rebirth of man's right to exchange freely the products of his labor,
intelligence, and capital rather than sewing the interests of the privileged c l a ~ s e s . ~
The agitation against the corn laws embodied by the Anti-Corn-Law League
gave a focus to the sentiment opposing all forms of monopoly; many Leaguers
believed that the corn laws were the foundation of an entire system of economic,
social, and political privilege and that the wholeedifice of aristocratic misgovern.~
ment and landlordism would be undermined if the corn laws were r e m ~ v e dThe
Bread Eater's Adwcate, the organ of the shor-lived National Daily Bread Society,
which the League attempted to launch in 1841, made explicit the view that the
corn law was "the keystone by which other monopolies are upheld, monopoly
and hailed the repeal
in trade, monopoly in legislation, monopoly in religi~n,"'~
of the corn laws as "the first of a series of deep and searching reforms.""
That the Anti-Corn-Law League opposed monopoly in all its variations does
not diminish the fact that monopolies of trade were the form of monopoly most
directly related to its interests, and clearly the corn laws were the most irksome
and significant of these. Of this more will be said in a moment. Particularly in
a period of acute economic distress, the ACLL tended to judge issues of monopoly
and reform by the standard of how directly they affected the condition of trade,
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but it was difficult to view the corn laws as an issue entirely separable from politics.
After all, the corn laws had been enacted by the legislature; thus the monopoly
of the corn laws seemed to be an obvious example of a political monopoly of
power held by the aristocratic landowners.
The danger of political monopoly was a theme often found in League
newspapers. The League took the view that piecemeal reforms could have little
effect so long as the real problem was with the system of monopoly.'Z In 1840
the And-Corn-Law Circular declared, "The disease is in the SYSTEM, and there
it must be attacked. It arises from HEAVY TAXATION AND especially from
the LANDLORD'S TAX UPON BREAD."" Later that year the same League
organ criticized "the present imperfect state of the House of Commons," and
accused the landed interests in Parliament of plundering the nation of millions
of pounds annually and of causing widespread suffering by their unprincipled
and extravagant conduct of the govemment.'4 The Anti-Bread-Tar Circular went
lunher in its criticism of parliament, characterizing it as "a landowners club or
trades' union assembly, passing laws to enrich themselves by the impoverishment of the millions they pretend to repre~ent."'~
In 1843 the League newspaper asserted that the monopoly of the corn laws
was the instrument by which a despotic aristocratic government maintained its
arbitrary power, and the following spring 7be League published a letter from
William Griffiths, a Wesleyan minister, which stated that the landocracy "as much
represents the inhabitants of the moon as the people. . . ."I6 Griff~ths'letter linked
the struggle for civil and political liberty:
The Corn law is one fruit of class legislation; and class legislation is at variance
with the principles of the British constitution, and deeply prejudicial to the
rinhts of the ~eoule.. . . The Learue is teaching.the people
. . of this country
inwhat wa) most effehely, and kt most peaceably, to work out their civil
and ~~lhcal
emanrwalion. It aims to enl~ahtcnh e public mind. and, by means
of guiding public opinion, of effecting-import&t political changes.."
The Leaguers believed that the industrial revolution had brought about fundamental
changes in society and economy and that a political system based upon an
aristocratic monopoly of power was no longer appropriate. To free-traders the
corn laws were not only the most glaring example of the abuses of such a political
structure, they were its very foundation. Repeal of the corn laws, in their view,
would strike directly at aristocratic misrule and landlordism, for once the monopoly
of power of the landed interests was broken by putting an end to protection, the
existing system could not long remain unaltered.18
The Anti-Corn-Law League was concerned with forms of monopoly apart from
politics as well. Leaguers tended to view the established church as a monopoly
of religion and the military as a monopolists' institution, and about these issues
more will be said in a moment. Free-traders were also highly critical of the extent
to which the corn laws tended to provide a monopoly of capital to the landed
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interests, literally at the expense of industry, labor, and commerce. A pamphlet
by one Leaguer charged landowners with sacrificing the commercial and monetary
interests of the nation at "the unholy shrine of Baronial a~arice."'~
Similar feelings were expressed at League meetings, in lectures, and in the Anti-Bread-Tar
Circular.'O Leaguers believed that the effect of the corn laws was to divert some
capital to agriculture and to misdirect capital toward foreign investments, to the
detriment of Britain.z' Leaguers were jealous of the capital that went abroad and
dismayed at the extent to which landlords tended not to use the capital which
was diverted to agriculture for improvements.
One should not forget that the main focus of the Anti-Corn-Law League was
upon the repeal of the corn laws and that they were especially interested in the
effect repeal could have upon the state of the economy as a whole." The League
regarded the monopoly of the corn laws as having been imposed by a parliament
dominated by landlords who passed the laws in order to raise their own rent receipts
and to hinder competition. Competition was defined by the League as "the great
balance of power between commercial classes and individuals, whether
agriculturalists, manufacturers or merchants. . . ."I3 Leaguers viewed
monopoly--especially one upon a necessity of life-as being both evil and absurd.24
An article by Edward Baines in the Anti-Bread-Tar Circular condemned the shonsightedness of monopolist policies and argued that by refusing to take the corn
of foreign nations, such nations were prevented from obtaining the capital with
which to purchase British manufactured goods. Over time, according to Baines,
other nations would be driven to manufacture things for themselves and would
develop to such an extent that they would begin to threaten British manufactures
on the world market. Baines cited the examples of Saxon production of hosiery,
Prussian manufacture of cutlery, and Swiss printing of calico."
Perhaps the most sophisticated analysis of the effects of the monopoly of the
corn laws by a member af the League was James Wilson's influences of the Corn
Laws, first published in 1839. In this book Wilson advanced three closely related
propositions: (I) that the corn laws produced consequences harmful to all classes
of the community; (2) that the agricultural interest itself derived great injury from
the existing corn laws and that the value of their property would be enhanced
by adoption of "a free and liberal policy with respect to trade in corn"; and (3)
that manufacturing interests and the working classes would also derive incalculable
benefit from free trade and that the average rates of both wages and profits would
be increased by the general increase in prosperity that would result from repeal.z6
It was Wilson's conviction that the prosperity of the whole community was
derived from the prosperity of its several parts and that no single interest could
be helped by monopoly to the injury of others and still be of benefit to the whole."
In his argument for an identity of economic interests, Wilson outlined the main
features of aristocratic misrule with respect to the corn laws and attacked the
assumptions upon which protection had been based. At the heart of Wilson's argu-
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ment was the insight that the corn laws, instead of stabilizing prices, had in fact
contributed to their fluctuation inasmuch as agriculture, in contrast to industrial
production, required a relatively greater lead-time for shifts of production to
become felt in the marketplace. Wilson argued that the repeal of the corn laws
would raise agricultulal prices in relation to the costs of production as well as
avoid wild fluctuations in price by stimulating capital improvements in agriculture
and encouraging greater economy of labor by introducing machinery. The
advantage of this competitive free-trade economy over the existing corn monopoly
would be, according to Wilson, the stimulation of productivity increases, and
increased productivity of grain was Wilson's solution to the threat of foreign competition. He stated that supply would increase
by the application of more ingenuity, labour and economy, causing altogether
so much lessened cost, that the lower price at which an article can profifably
be sold will always cause consumpti& to keep pace with produ&on; and
in this case, as the article still yields a profit at the low price, no reaction
will ensue."
A moment ago it was suggested that members of the Anti-Com-Law League
found that their opposition to what they regarded as the foundation of landlordism
led them to criticism of landlordism itself. The term landlordism was often
employed by the League, but it was seldom more than vaguely defmed. It referred
broadly to the political power, social influence, and economic control on the part
of those who lived on receipts from their rent rolls, but it also referred, more
narrowly, to the laws, traditions, and privileges that determined the relations
between landowners and tenants. Members of the ACLL were opposed to the
legacy of medieval regulation of trade and industry, and they regarded landlordism
as a pernicious vestige of feudalism that the progress of a new industrial age should
have swept away. Landlordism was the source of aristocratic power and misrule,
and Leaguers believed that if the foundation of landlordism, the corn laws, could
be undermined, the hold of landed aristocrats upon the reins of economic, social,
and political control would be broken or at least seriously weakened.29
The League depicted the struggle against the corn laws as a suuggle against
the landowners and suggested that class legislation was responsible for the condition of the country. That this view was espoused by the propaganda machime
of the League does not diminish the fact that it was sincerely held. The problem,
according to the League newspaper, was a political and social system in which
power resided in a parliament of landlords:
The Imperial Parliament is a landlord Parliament. Its laws are the decrees
of landlords. The internal and subordinate government of the country, the
county management, the quarter sessions, the labours of the magisterial
office,-all or nearly all, is in the hands of the landl~rds.'~
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The Anti-Bread-Tar Circular reported on a lecture by J. C. Fitzgerald in Liverpool, in which he asserted that destruction of the barriers to trade would open
a breach in the citadel of aristocratic power and corruption through which the
middle and workmg classes would then pour.3' And in a letter to Cobden, W.
Cooke Taylor, a prominent League writer, described the repeal agitation as the
latest campaign in the old war against the Norman Yoke.32
That the Anti-Corn-Law League took considerable interest in landlordism as
a system of economic control, political power, and social influence seems clear
enough, but they also demonstrated concern with those elements of landlordism
which pertained to the relationship between landlord and tenant. The League gave
a fair amount of attention to the plight of farmers and agricultural laborers, and
it placed a good deal of emphasis on conditions of distress in agricultural districts
as well as in urban areas.33 The League blamed the corn laws, and thus the landowners, for the degradation of agriculture and demanded better living and working conditions for farm laborers, facilitation of improvements, fair rents, changes
in landholding tenure, and abolition of the game laws. At the height of the ACLL
appeal to agriculture in late 1843, The League declared,
Until the landowners of this counm have abandoned their monowlv, surrendered their obsolete feudalities, and granted long and rational ka& we
must that whenever the hvwcritical exhortations of the lords of the soil to
tenants to "perform their &y to the labourers" are heard some tenant-humers
will stan ur, and sav. "YOU, THE LANDOWNERS, ARE ALONE TO
BLAME FOR THE.PRESENT CONDITIONOF THE AGRICULTURAL
LABOURERS. BECAUSE YOU HAVE SACRIFICED THE WELFARE
OF THE COMMUNITY AND THE INDEPENDENCE OF THE TENANTFARMtR TO YOUR GREED FOR RENT, YOUR DELIGHT IN SELFISH
PLEASURES, AND YOUR LUST FOR POLITICAL POWER.""
The appeal of the ACLL to farmers contained two main arguments: the first was
that the corn laws protected the interests of landlords by raising rents more than
they protected the interests of farmers by raising prices; and the second was that
the general economic prosperity they believed would result from repeal would
be of greater benefit to farmers than that which they might derive from the protection of high duties on corn." The problem that faced British agriculture, with
or without protection, was profitability. Leaguers believed that agriculture could
remain profitable only so long as its productivity showed signs of increase, and
improvements were, in their view, essential to this pr0cess.~6
At the amual meeting of the Anti-Corn-Law League in January of 1843, an
entire session was devoted to discussion of the effects of the corn laws upon the
agricultural classes. One important theme of this discussion was the need for
agricultural improvements. R. H. Greg, a well-known member of the ACLL,
expressed the view that agricultural productivity could be as much as quadrupled
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if capital were reinvested in agriculture rather than siphoned off in higher and
higher rents." Resolutions were passed without opposition which asserted that
profitability could be restored to agriculture by better management and that repeal
of the corn laws was the fastest method by which to relieve agriculture by
permitting the tenant farmer to "be better able to enter into new arrangements
with his landlord, experience less wasting of his capital, and be stimulated to
increased prod~ction."~8
The Anti-Corn-Law League urged "high farming" as a solution to the difficulties of agriculture because it regarded productivity increases as essential to
sustained prosperity. The League asserted that improved farming required longer
leases and fairer rents to permit efficient capitalization and investment for competitive pr0duction.~9In 1845 the League announced plans to purchase a model farm
in Buckinghamshire to demonstrate that insecurity of tenure and high rents were
the reasons that farmers lacked sufficient capital to make essential improvements
for profitable agricultural p r ~ d u c t i o n . ~ ~
One member of the Anti-Corn-Law League, Charles Sherriff of Gloucestershire, argued at the 1843 annual meeting of the League that during the Napoleonic
Wars farmers had made money not because prices were high but because they
were relatively higher than the rates for which rents had been calculated. Sherriff stated that as soon as existing engagements between landlords and tenants
had expired, rents were increased and farmers made no more money than they
had before prices had begun to rise at all. Since the reimposition of the corn laws
in 1815, asserted Sherriff, fanners had benefited only from rising prices and not
from risen ones. Sberriff expressed the conviction, amidst the approving shouts
of his listeners, that every lowering of the corn duty on the sliding scale without
a corresponding abatement of rents funher damaged the position of farmers.*1
In addition to concern for the problems of high rents, the Anti-Corn-Law League
expressed considerable sympathy with the desire of farmers for greater security
of tenure, seeing such a development as crucial to improvements. Late in 1843
the League advocated "long and rational leases" and attempted to give this demand
definition in their newspaper. The League suggested leases of twenty-one years'
duration with provisions for punctual payment of rent; rights of tenants to consume the hay. straw, and roots produced on their holdings; and provisions to
leave fallow an appropriate amount of land to prevent exhaustion of the soil. The
League also called for provision of decent cottages and for such improvements
as drainage and removal of fences and hedgerows.42
The aspect of the relationship between tenants and their landlords that received
the greatest attention fmm the Anti-Corn-Law League was the aristocratic privilege
of the game laws. The game laws were those statutory provisions which reserved
the hunting of wild game to the owners of the land and imposed what were often
stiff criminal penalties for poaching. These laws were an enormous irritation to
farmers who annually lost a portion of their crops to hares and birds, which they
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were prohibited from controlling, and the game laws were an impediment to those
who might like to supplement their meager diets-particularly in times of such
severe economic distress-with fresh meat from the hunt.
League newspapers carried articles that complained about the game laws, and
such reports became a regular feature of The League from the spring of I844
until repeal of the corn laws. These articles pointed out the damage to agricultural
production caused by wild game, attempted to show connection between rural
crime and the game laws, and lamented the penalties imposed upon those conIn reports written by the Anti-Corn-Law League and those
victed of
reprinted from other newspapers, the game laws were characterized as a legacy
of the Norman Yoke and as a prime example of aristocratic privilege and landlordism. The game laws, complained one article in the League organ, had made
wild animals the private property of the landowners, giving them additional income
from the sale of game, saying that the landlords had personal pecuniary interest
in protecting game because,

. . . the more game there is, the more profit for them; and this is the more
admirable because the increase of game is attended with no increase of
expense, and all the game is . . . kept by the fanners. The hares and rabbits,
the pheasant. and the partridges feed on the farmer's corn; but he dares not
touch one of them; though fed by him, the game, whether bird or beast, is
claimed by the landlord as his property. The English landlord, in verity is
a man who gathers what another has sown; to take what another had fed,
claims it as his property, sends it to market, and places the money got from
the sale in his own pocket. This is the landlord's notion of equity, justice,
and fair dealing."
The ACLL attributed much rural crime to the game laws, charging landlords with
taking land out of production for preservation of game and with imposing by class
legislation the economic conditions that led to poaching. The League regarded
arrests for poaching as a measure of economic distress, reporting that between
1842 and 1843 poaching offenses had increased by well over 100 percent.45
Anti-Corn-Law Leaguers opposed landlordism as a vestige of feudal privilege
and as an impediment to progress, but their antipathy to aristocratic misrule and
the social and political domination of landlords went quite beyond agricultural
considerations and economic relationships. In a variety of ways the Leaguers
viewed the established church as a noxious example of aristocratic misrule.
Leaguers were dismayed at the lack of support the Church of England displayed
for what Leaguers perceived as a fundamental issue of morality, and they accused
the established church of having a pecuniary interest in a continuation of the corn
monopoly. A great many Leaguers bitterly opposed tithes and church rates and
expressed strong sentiments in opposition to establishment itself.
One of the few Anglican clergymen who took an active part in the agitations
of the League was the Reverend Thomas Spencer of Hinton near Bath. Spencer
and other Leaguers emphasized almost from the beginning that repeal was a
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religious question and that alleviation of the sorrows of the poor and the feedimg
of the hungry were moral duties to be fulfilled by opposing the corn laws. In
1839 Spencer appealed to Dissenters, urging them not to gratify Anglicans with
indifference to the issue and not to be intimidated by charges which might come
from churchmen that opposition to the corn laws was somehow subversive in
nature. He wrote,

. . .nothing gratifies the high churchman more than to see a timid line of
conduct on the pan of dissenters, in any question in which their principles
are involved. He rejoices to see a man silent, and shrinking from the post
of danger, lest he should be called a political dissenter, the ally of Papists
and Socinians, the companion of radicals and infidels.'6
Four years later Spencer argued in another pamphlet that religious men had an
obligation to be politically active and called on men of conscience to "use all
peaceful means to accomplish wise and salutary reforms in church and state."47
The Anti-Com-Law League was disappointed with the degree of support they
received from the clergy of the established church. Only a handful of Anglicans
were among the more than 800 clergymen who attended the Conference of
Ministers of Religion in August of 1841.'8 Support from and participation by
the Anglican clergy was so slight that the League felt it necessary to counter
charges that the conference was a sectarian meeting of Dissenters from which
Anglicans had been excluded and which amounted to "a conspiracy for overthrow of Mother C h u r ~ h . " ~ ~
The League accused the clergy of the Church of England of opposing repeal
because they were themselves beneficiaries of the corn monopoly. The Anti-ComLaw Almnack published a list of "mitred bread taxers" in 1840, and the League
urged the widest possible distribution of the almanacks, including placement in
all public lo~ations.'~
In 1842 the League accused its clerical opponents in the
Church of England of opposing repeal because they had "a direct pecuniary interest
in raising the price of bread . . . and in starving the poor."31 The prominent
spokesman of the League, Col. T. P. Thompson, explained in the Anti-BreadTar Circulnr that tithes had been converted,
not into a permanent payment in money, but into a permanent payment of
so many quarters of corn, or the value thereof. And what is the effect of
this? Manifestly to attach the interests of the clergy for ever, and for ever
to the conservation of the corn laws. A clergyman is to receive annually the
value of, say 100 quarters of corn. If corn is at 80s. a quarter, he is to have
£400 a-year; and if at 20s., he is to have £ 100."
The League asserted that the selfish interests of the landlords were the same
as those of the clergy of the established church in a variety of ways. An early
issue of the Anti-Com-Law Circulur explicitly included the established church
in its indictment of aristocratic misrule and urged denunciation of the corn laws
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as exactions of the Church of England." League leader J. B . Smith assured Sidney
Smith just prior to the latter's departure on a lecture tour in 1839 that the state
church was "fair game," though he advised that it would he best to avoid sectarian views and remarks that might give offense on religious grounds.54 In a
report denouncing tithes and Sir Robert Peel's defense of the corn laws as just
compensation for the tax burdens borne by the landed interest, the Anti-BreadTax Circular relied on a characterization from the Nonconformist. The latter
asserted that the state church was peculiarly an institution of the landed aristocracy,
describing it as "a convenient and pleasant pasture ground upon which younger
sons and dependent relatives may feed in quiet-a luxuriant prairie offering abundance to those who would else be supernumerarieson the estate."55 An anonymous
pamphlet, The Church and The League, published by the Anti-Com-Law League
printer, John Gadsby, charged the aristocracy and its church establishment with
opposing cheap bread and declared,
That the Bishops and the hosts of Clergymen who are sighing for Episcopal
dignities should hate and oppose the Anti-Com-Law League will not he a
matter of surprise to those who have studied the history of Priestcraft. The
League is the foe of aristocratic injustice, and the State-Church is the creature
and tool of the Arist~cracy.'~
Perhaps the boldest assertion of a coincidence of interests between the established
church and the landlords to be published by the League appeared in the form
of a letter to the editor of the Anti-Bread-Tax Circular in 1841. The letter included
an extract from the Dorset Chronicle in which, "with blushing effrontery it is
acknowledged that the existence of the Church of England is staked on the corn
laws."57 The extract from the Dorset Chronicle charged Dissenting ministers with
opposing the corn laws, in part, because they knew,
that with the com laws, and the farmers, and the landlords, the Church i&e@
will fall: that bound as they are by the Tithe Commutation Act; the clergy

of the Church of England are dependent upon the price of com. .

.

Tithes, even in commuted form, and church rates were sources of considerable
resentment to many Leaguers, especially to Dissenters. Leaguers regarded tithes
as a form of church taxation that, by its nature, infringed upon political and
religious liberty; many Leaguers expressed the view that tithes were a land tax
not fairly borne by the landowners t h e m s e l v e ~ As
. ~ ~an organization the AntiCorn-Law League did not express strong opposition to church rates, but many
prominent members of the League were openly critical of such t a ~ e sJohn
. ~ Bright
was the most outspoken League critic of church rates, particularly following the
highly controversial referendum over church rates in Rochdale during the summer
of 1840.61
Opposition to tithes and church rates was an expression of something more
than an unwillingness to contribute to the operation or upkeep of the Anglican
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Church; it was a manifestation of a general antipathy to established religion.
Several leading spokesmen of the Anti-Corn-Law League opposed establishment
on principle; Bright, W. J. Fox, and other Leaguers opposed the Maynooth Grant
in 1845 on grounds that it was tantamount to establishment of a second religion
in Ireland." W. J. Fox asserted that the tendency of any church establishment,
regardless of form or creed, to impinge upon liberty was
of a most pernicious description, and altogether incompatible with Ihe equality
that ought ever to prevail among different classes constituting a community:
and . . . the existence of a priestly order, is unfavourable to human
knowledge, freedom, or happiness, and had always been so; in any nation,
at all times, and under all circumstance^.^^
Fox believed that a church establishment infringed on political equality and that
the privileges of an established religion implied restrictions and exclusion on all
those who did not subscribe to it.64
Perhaps the most outspoken opponent of an established church among the AntiCorn-Law Leaguers was Edward M i l l , the editor of Zbe Nonconfomist and
founder of the Anti-State-Church Association. In his book, The Nonconfomist's
Sketch-book, Miall called for a complete separation of church and state, which
would forbid any public funds from supporting a church, abolish all privileges
connected with the profession of an authorized creed, and repeal all laws that
empowered civil magistrates to exercise authority in religious matters. Miall
described the Church of England as "an engine admirably suited to work out
the purposes of the aristocracy"-which he identified as the throne, monopoly,
education, and war.65
Members of the Anti-Corn-Law League were not the only ones to associate
opposition to the corn laws with opposition to the established church. As early
as 1839, the League newspaper reported that the Cowervotive Journal had charged
the ACLL with promoting the cause of popery by advocating repeal of the corn
laws. Opponents of the League suggested that repeal of the corn laws would
"uproot the Protestant aristocracy, and utterly ruin the farmers of England of
whom it may be truly said, they constitute the most thoroughly Protestant portion
of the ~ommunity."~6The Anti-Corn-Law Circuhr quoted the Conservative
Journal as saying,
The uses to which the Papists would turn the triumphs of "philosophical"
Radicalism would not, moreover, terminate with the overthrow of the Protestant Church, and the Protestant aristocracy. No; the establishment of Popery
might be expected to follow almost as a matter of course.67
The opposition of the members of the Anti-Corn-Law League to the privileges
of landlordism and the implications of aristocratic misrule led them naturally to
criticism of other institutions (in addition to the established church) that many
Leaguers associated with the privileges of the landlord class. Such institutions
included the universities, the army and navy, and the diplomatic service.
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The papers and publications of the Anti-Corn-Law League do not reveal an
overwhelming interest in the universities, but such references as there are leave
little doubt that the universities were regarded as bastions of protectionism and
privilege. Relations between Leaguers and academics got off to an inauspicious
start when two League lecturers, Sidney Smith and I. H. Shearman, sent to Cambridge in May of 1839, were attacked by "a gang of unfledged ruffians in gowns
and caps."68 The Leaguers at Cambridge joined in the fracas with considerable
enthusiasm, and Shearman brought back tom pieces of caps and gowns to the
League headquarters in Manchester as proof to the Council that the ACLL had
gotten the best of the fight.69 Four years later, in 1843, The League published
a review of V. A. Huber's The English Universities, which while admitting that
the intent of the volume was to recommend the character of British universities
to Prussia, was nonetheless highly critical of British universities for their antipathy
to free trade, their aristocratic privilege and religious exclusion, and the impracticality of their emphasis on classical education.70
Opponents of the corn laws, particularly Richard Cobden, tended to associate
protectionism and aristocratic privilege with the military establishments, including
the army, navy, and militia." League leaders regarded the interests of the
aristocracy in the military establishment as contrary to the interests of the nation.
The army and navy, in the view of some Leaguers, were too much a source of
place for the younger sons of the nobility, a drain on capital that retarded progress,
and a distraction from necessary domestic reform.'Tobden argued, even before
the formation of the Anti-Com-Law League, that an important "source of government patronage & of patrician power" would be reduced if the willingness of
aristocratic government to employ military intervention abroad could somehow
be checked." In England, Ireland, and America and in his later pamphlet, Russia,
Cobden argued that aristocratic diplomats were too willing to defend English honor
to the exclusion of her real commercial and manufachlring interests, and such
opinions were later reflected in League newspapers.14 W. J. Fox summed up the
view of many opponents of the privileges of the aristocracy and their association
with the military when he wrote,
War is the aristocratical trade; war is the aristocratical passion; war is the
aristocratical convenience for brineina forward the iunior members of titled
families, instead of providing for-them out of the-family property.7s
The Anti-Corn-Law Leaguers can be said to have regarded free trade as an
issue of fundamental liberty, but they rarely discussed liberty in abstract,
theoretical, or philosophical terms. The members of the League were practical
men who opposed the privileges of landlordism as aristocratic misrule, and they
regarded the corn laws as the clearest example of class legislation and the foundation of a system of aristocratic privilege entirely inappropriate to the spirit of
the age. Clearly, opponents of the corn laws believed that freedom of trade was
fundamental, both as a naNral right and as an economic pra~ticality.'~
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The League regarded free trade as being ordained by both natural and divine
law, which superseded the artificial restrictions of selfish aristocratic lawmakers.
At one League meeting the corn laws were described as ouhnoded and contrary
to the one principle of nature that would ensure harmony: "Freedom-universal
freedom."" Reflecting the widest possible application of the principles of laissez
faire in an unmistakably male fashion, the League speaker, Mr. Bayley, implied
that use of such artificial restrictions as the corn laws impeded the operation of
natural law in such a way as to obstruct the divine will, and he suggested that
the corn laws were ridiculous as the belief once held by "our ladies" that "their
bodies would not grow out to their proportions, unless squeezed in here and
enlarged there, (Laughter) just as the Chinese have adopted."'8
The League regarded the corn laws as an instrument of despotic power, and
Thomas Milner Gibson argued before an aggregate meeting of the League in 1843
that Leaguers had taken up their struggle not under the pressure of momentary
distress of the country,
but on the solemn conviction that the Corn Law is that invasion of our civil
rights as free citizens, that whether there be poverty m plenty, we have an
equal right to demand their repeal. (Loud Cheers.)'9
Gibson told his listeners that the cause of the ACLL was more than the revival
of trade; it was the cause of the citizens of England and of liberty itself.80
Perhaps the clearest statement by a member of the League on the fundamental
nature of freedom of industry and trade came from John Bright in a speech before
the Liverpool Anti-Monopoly Association during the summer of 1843. Bright
asserted that the freedom to exchange the produce of one's labor for that of his
fellows anywhere in the world was the most fundamental of rights. Bright argued
that
there was no liberty without this Liberty, which was simply the liberty to live.
The right of voting for members of parliament, the right of electing members
of the legislahlre, the right of electing even the crown, if that were so.-all
this l1be6 wa,a very \All \aluc wi&out the liberty to livc hy their industry.
(Cheers1C~vilhbcrtv was nothing,
- relieious libem was nothing: the libcnv
ofthe press was nothhg, for so long as an increasini popu~ation&asal~oweb
to labour under restrictions on the means of living, all this liberty would be
insufficient to give them prosperity, to enable them to advance in the career
of improvement, to enable them to become what they were destined to

-

be.

..

The Anti-Corn-law Leaguers associated their cause with the cause of liberty.
To many opponents of the corn laws, political, religious, and civil liberties were
to some extent dependent upon freedom of exchange, or at the very least, they
were liberties that could not be fully enjoyed without freedom of industry and
e x ~ h a n g e .Leaguers
~l
opposed monopoly in all its variations, and monopoly was
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the antithesis of freedom of exchange. The Leaguers' opposition to the corn law
monopoly led them to oppose landlordism wherever it was to be found: in the
military, the universities, the established church, the traditional relations between
landlord and tenant, and the political life of the nation. In the eyes of the members
of the Anti-Corn-Law League the battle for the repeal of the corn laws was a
fight against aristocratic misrule and class legislation; it was a crusade against
the vestiges of feudal privilege which restricted progress, economic well-being,
and freedom.
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In r ht,lorlcal punt of tru, the ,truggle between the #ndurtr~al
spmt of the Saxon race. & the m h t a q decplttsrn uf the Noman, I< one of the
rnml intcrcstlng nn rccnrd E%erymsumcuan from 1066 to the p m m t day was
more or less d & i e d m s
a industry free horn the bammds which had bem impxed
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